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Abstract—Language models are typically trained on solely text
data, not utilizing document timestamps, which are available in
most internet corpora. In this paper, we examine the impact
of incorporating timestamp into transformer language model in
terms of downstream classification task and masked language
modeling on 2 short texts corpora. We examine different times-
tamp components: day of the month, month, year, weekday.
We test different methods of incorporating date into the model:
prefixing date components into text input and adding trained date
embeddings. Our study shows, that such a temporal language
model performs better than a regular language model for
both documents from training data time span and unseen time
span. That holds true for classification and language modeling.
Prefixing date components into text performs no worse than
training special date components embeddings.

I. INTRODUCTION

M
OST language models are trained solely on text data.

Leveraging text domain, such as language [12] or style

[10] into a language model may have a positive effect on it.

Time of text authorship may be also considered as an input

feature, but this poses specific challenges (and opportunities)

as:

• time is continuous, whereas language is discrete, at

any time moment, an event might change a language

irreversibly and not trivial to combine time and language

units both from the mathematical and practical stand-

point;

• texts might reflect natural and social cycles (days, weeks,

years, cyclical sport and political events);

• text content might be correlated with extralinguistic fea-

tures, themselves correlating with time (e.g. air tempera-

ture).

Recently, the NLP community has started to use time as a

feature in training and/or fine-tuning large neural models ([1],

[16], [19]). Here, we analyze temporal language modeling in

the context of two classification tasks in different timescales:

Ireland News Headlines and Twitter Sentiment Analysis. We

also incorporate date components other than year. We fo-

cus on examining different approaches to date incorporation

(learnable embeddings, prefixing text) using periodic and non-

periodic time features under a downstream classification task.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• two classification datasets were redefined in a common

setup in which three time-related tasks are introduced:

classification (possibly) using temporal metadata, predict-

ing temporal metadata (as a regression task) and temporal

language-modeling task (as a cloze task).

• we compared three methods for introducing temporal

information into neural language models;

• we considered not only linear time, but also cycles such

as years, weeks, and months;

• we measured the performance of RoBERTa [14] models

in several setups on the two datasets (using different parts

of the temporal information, and both fine-tuning and

training from scratch);

• the relations between the temporal metadata, the texts and

the results obtained were analyzed.

The datasets and source of our code are publicly available.

Generally, utilizing a date does not cost much effort, because

many internet documents are available with a timestamp and

it is possible to adapt existing models to new domain. Such

temporal language models may contribute to:

• e-commerce search engines, e.g. users intention with

short phrase "umbrella" may refer to umbrella protecting

from a rain in the autumn or sun umbrella in the summer;

• other types of search engines, e.g. historical newspapers;

• OCR for historical documents.

II. DATASETS

Usually, text classification tasks do not incorporate time and

other metadata. We suppose its impact is stronger for short

texts due to shorter texts carrying less information. The time

impact may be stronger for text, which may depend on peo-

ple’s mood or different interests. We carried out experiments

with two large short-text classification datasets, where every

sample is assigned a time stamp. One is spread over more than

20 years, the other ones — only 80 days. Both datasets are in

English.

A. Ireland News

The dataset is available at Kaggle1, its creator is Rohit

Kulkarni. It consists of article headlines posted by the Irish

1https://www.kaggle.com/therohk/ireland-historical-news
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TABLE I: Categories count in datasets.

category item
train dev test test 20/21

news 603996 75963 75783 30278
business 162550 20330 20034 14477
sport 195384 24543 24346 13447
opinion 91697 11572 11528 8086
culture 67260 8525 8424 5643
life&style 65120 8093 8084 7188

Times newspaper. Each headline is accompanied by a times-

tamp and article category (text of an article is not included).

There are six main categories: news, sport, opinion, business,

culture, life&style. The datasets statistics are described in

Table I. There are more fine-grained subcategories provided

in the original dataset, but they vary over time, so we didn’t

make use of them in our experiments.

Timestamps range from 1996-01-01 to 2021-06-30. There

are 1,611,495 such headlines in total.

We employed the date range from 1996-01-01 to 2019-12-

31 for most of our experiments and created an additional test

set, which consists of 2020-2021 years, which dates are non-

overlapping with the rest of the dataset. We refer to this test

set as Ireland News 2020-2021. The test set Ireland News,

without year annotation, refers to time span from training

data (1996-2019). Since train/dev/test split is not determined

at the original dataset site, we assign each sample randomly

to train/dev/test using the 80%/10%/10% split. This resulted

in the 1,186,898 / 149,134 / 148,308 train/dev/test split. The

average number of words in the dataset is 7.1 per headline.

B. Sentiment140

This sentiment analysis dataset is obtained and described

in [2]. Since in the original dataset the train set contains

1,600,000 items (positive and negative tweets) and test set

only 498 (positive, negative, and neutral tweets), we made

significant modifications: neutral tweets were deleted from the

test set, 100,000 random items were added to the test set, also

a dev set was created by randomly selecting 100,000 samples

from the train set. This resulted in the 1,400,000 / 100,000

/ 100,359 train/dev/test split. Timestamps range from 2009-

04-06 to 2009-06-25. The datasets set are balanced (∼50%

positive and ∼50% negative tweets). The average number of

words is 13.8 per item. Tweets are from users in different time

zones. We take time local to the author of a tweet.

III. DATASETS ANALYSIS

The number of items per category differs in time. The

distribution over days of month, months, years, weekdays in

train datasets are presented in Figures 1 and 2 for, respectively,

Sentiment140 and Ireland News. For the Sentiment140 dataset

distribution over a year is not presented, since all items are

from 2009. Mutual Information between presented factors

and the class is given in Table V. In Ireland News, mutual

information related to days of month and months is much

lower than those of years and weekdays. In Sentiment140

mutual information is similar for days of month, months, and

weekdays.

In both datasets, there are dependencies, which may be

helpful for model performance. E.g. in Ireland News there

are more sports texts on Friday and in Sentiment140 there are

more negative texts on Wednesdays and Thursdays.

IV. TASKS

We created three tasks for each dataset: classification,

‘fractional’ year prediction, word gap prediction. Our main

objective was to examine the impact of incorporating times-

tamps on text classification tasks. Fractional year prediction

and word gap prediction tasks are mainly for analysis of the

results in classification tasks.

We added timestamps in fractional-year form, which can be

described by the following code:

days_in_year =

366 if year_is_leap_year else 365

fractional_year =

(year + (day_in_year-1+day) /

days_in_year )

Each item in our tasks is associated with a text, timestamp

(day precision), fractional year, and category. Sample data is

described in Table IV.

Each challenge for a given dataset uses the same train/de-

v/test split. The challenges are publicly available, courtesy

of the site’s owners, via the Gonito evaluation platform [3].

Source code of the challenge is available via the platform as

well.

A. Classification

The task objective is to predict the headline category

given text, date, and fractional year. The evaluation metric

is simple accuracy. The challenges are available at: https:

//gonito.net/challenge/ireland-news-headlines (Ireland News)

and https://gonito.net/challenge/sentiment140 (Sentiment140).

Dataset download and submission instructions are under the

"How To" tab, source code is under the "All Entries" →

catalog icon in each submission row.

B. Year prediction

The objective is to predict the year given the text.

The metric is Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). The

challenges are available at: https://gonito.net/challenge/

ireland-news-headlines-year-prediction (Ireland News) and

https://gonito.net/challenge/sentiment140-year-prediction

(Sentiment140).

C. Word gap filling

The task objective is to predict a masked word, like

in Masked Language Modeling, given text, date, fractional

year. Word is defined by characters split by spaces. There

is always exactly one masked word in each sample to
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(a) Distribution of classes over months. (b) Distribution of classes over days.

(c) Distribution of items over weekdays.

Fig. 1: Distribution of classes over date factors in Sentiment140 dataset. Distribution over year is not presented, since all items

come from one year.

TABLE II: Samples from the Ireland News dataset. To check article-id visit www.irishtimes.com/article-id The article ID is

not provided in the challenge.

fractional year timestamp text category article ID

2004.5082 20040705 Sudan claims it is disarming militias news 1.1147721
2008.4426 20080611 Bluffer’s guide to Euro 2008 sport 1.1218069
2017.1068 20170209 Gannon offers homes in Longview near Swords life&style 1.2966726

predict. The metric is PerplexityHashed implemented in

the GEval evaluation tool [4], which is a modified ver-

sion of LogLossHashed as described by [5]. This met-

ric ensures fair assessment disregarding model vocabulary.

The challenges are available at: https://gonito.net/challenge/

ireland-news-headlines-word-gap (Ireland News) and https://

gonito.net/challenge/sentiment140-word-gap (Sentiment140).

V. METHODS

We used the RoBERTa model in the base version [14].

All models are described in this section. All code is publicly

available via git commit hashes given in result tables.2

A. Regular Transformer as a baseline

The baseline is a regular RoBERTa with no temporal

information. We refer to this method as noDate in result tables.

2Reference codes to repositories stored at Gonito.net [3] are given in curly
brackets. Such a repository may be also accessed by going to http://gonito.
net/q and entering the code there.

B. Temporal Transformer

We selected the following temporal information: year,

month, day of the month (day), weekday. All of them are incor-

porated in our temporal models. We experimented with 3 ways

of including temporal information into RoBERTa models. The

first two involve slight RoBERTa model architecture changes

and training new embeddings during RoBERTa training. The

third one is only input data modification. They are described

below.

1) Date as embeddings added to every input token:

Temporal embeddings are added to every input token as:

embedding = token_emb + pos_emb + year_emb +

month_emb+monthday_emb+ weekday_emb

for each token_pos. We refer to this method as addedEmbDate

in result tables.
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(a) Distribution of classes over years. (b) Distribution of classes over years as a stacked bar plot. Note the
different y axis limit than other plots.

(c) Distribution of classes over months. (d) Distribution of classes over days of month.

(e) Distribution of classes over weekdays.

Fig. 2: Distribution of items over date factors in Ireland News dataset.

2) Date as stacked embeddings: Temporal embeddings are

stacked at the beginning of the input sequence, as:

emb =







































year_emb if token_pos = 1

month_emb if token_pos = 2

month_emb if token_pos = 3

weekday_emb if token_pos = 4

token_emb+

pos_emb otherwise

Where all tokens are shifted 4 positions to the right, so first

text token is on token_pos = 5 We refer to this method as

stackedEmbDate in result tables.

3) Date as regular text: We only modify text input of

model by adding temporal information with prefixes, so

item with date 20040705 and text Sudan claims it is

disarming militias is combined to text year: 2004

month: 7 day: 5 weekday: 1 Sudan claims it

is disarming militias.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

A. Classification

We carried out experiments with text classification using all

presented models. RoBERTa was finetuned and trained from

pretrained checkpoints (which we refer to as pretrained) and

with randomly initialized weights (which we refer to as ‘from

scratch‘). The only training objective is the classification task.

We report the results in Table IV.

We examined the impact on classification by each date

factor. Since all temporal data incorporation methods yield

similar results, we chose the regular text date incorporation

method due to ease of its use (only text modification with no

architecture changes). The results are presented in Table V.

To examine this model conditioned by different prefixes we
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TABLE III: Model roberta-pretrained-textDate predictions depending on a given date in a development dataset. If a date is

represented by a dash, it is not prefixed to the model, bolded dates are as they occur actually in the dataset, not bolded are

random. The examples are cherry-picked. To check article-id visit www.irishtimes.com/article-id The article ID is not provided

in the challenge.

text article ID timestamp actual prediction

New bridge for Calzaghe to cross 1.914946 20080419 Sat. sport sport
New bridge for Calzaghe to cross 1.914946 20130307 Thu. - life&style
New bridge for Calzaghe to cross 1.914946 - - news

Sydney stereotypes 1.1102371 20000913 Wed. sport sport
Sydney stereotypes 1.1102371 20110422 Fri. - opinion
Sydney stereotypes 1.1102371 - - sport

Róisín Meets... comedian Mario Rosenstock 1.2463531 20151212 Sat. life&style life&style
Róisín Meets... comedian Mario Rosenstock 1.2463531 20040725 Sun. - news
Róisín Meets... comedian Mario Rosenstock 1.2463531 - - news

TABLE IV: Classification results. Different date incorporation into model. Acc stands for accuracy. The bold results are best

in its category (without and with external data).

Ireland News Sentiment140
method acc gonito acc gonito

most frequent from train 51.10 {161712} 49.88 {b4b180}

roberta-pretrained-noDate 82.35 {daaaf9} 89.27 {a8d1b7}
roberta-pretrained-stackedEmbDate 87.65 {9e041f} 91.16 {252c0c}
roberta-pretrained-addedEmbdate 86.82 {cede76} 91.04 {aa28dc}
roberta-pretrained-textDate 87.84 {7c52ed} 91.13 {688320}

roberta-scratch-noDate 77.88 {0798d5} 83.38 {e984db}
roberta-scratch-stackedEmbDate 83.24 {74efba} 86.18 {e3ff3e}
roberta-scratch-addedEmbdate 81.96 {587033} 85.47 {1c122b}
roberta-scratch-textDate 83.16 {413f72} 86.02 {d969ca}

TABLE V: Classification accuracy results. Different date elements included. Acc stands for accuracy. MI stands for Mutual

Information between a class and a date factor. MI for Sentiment140 between year and class equals 0, because there is only

2009 year in the dataset.

Ireland News Sentiment140
method Acc Gonito MI(1e-5) Acc Gonito MI(1e-3)

roberta-pretrained-noDate 82.35 {daaaf9} - 89.27 {a8d1b7} -
roberta-pretrained-textDate 87.84 {7c52ed} - 91.13 {688320} -

roberta-pretrained-textDay 82.66 {ca5340} 9 90.16 {2c2d07} 58
roberta-pretrained-textMonth 82.72 {3d5bb6} 61 89.59 {64cc1b} 16
roberta-pretrained-textYear 85.90 {893bbe} 3354 89.32 {be6d55} 0
roberta-pretrained-textWeekday 84.46 {daf69a} 3127 89.60 {8abd71} 19

TABLE VI: Roberta-pretrained-textDate classification on de-

velopment set result. All results comes from the same model,

the only difference is the prefix construction. Prefix is a

standard model mode, no-prefix is a mode where no date is

prefixed, and random-prefixed stands for a mode, where the

date prefix comes from random date 1996-01-01 to 2021-06-

30.

model dev acc

prefix 87.97
no-prefix 78.38
random-prefix 73.97

checked its performance with no prefix and random prefix

settings. Results are in Table VI and Table VII. The samples

from different prefix settings are provided in Table IV.

To check model degradation, we made an inference on

Ireland News test set from years 2020-2021. This is a time

span later than training data, which comes from 1996-2019.

The results are in Table VIII.

The impact of train dataset size is presented in Figure 3.

B. Year prediction

We choose two methods for year prediction. The first is

a baseline using term frequency-inverse document frequency

(TF-IDF) with logistic regression. The second is averaging all

output embeddings of RoBERTa and feeding to linear regres-

sion (LR) layer. Both RoBERTa and linear regression weights

are tuned during training. In both methods, the minimum

(maximum) output is limited to the minimum (maximum)
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TABLE VII: Classification improvement due to prefixing on roberta-pretrained-textDate model. All results comes from the

same model, naming convention comes from Table VI.

dev set percentage

accurate on both prefix and no-prefix 75.14
accurate on prefix, but not on no-prefix 12.83
accurate on no-prefix, but not on prefix 3.19
not accurate on prefix, nor on no-prefix 9.84

TABLE VIII: Classification accuracy results. Test set (years

2020-2021) comes from other time span than training set

(years 1996-2019).

Ireland News (2020/21)
method acc gonito

most frequent 38.27 {953311}

roberta-pretr.-noDate 85.99 {e684b3}
roberta-pretr.-textDate 87.79 {5fba22}
roberta-pretr.-textYear 87.49 {8d5ad4}

fractional year found in the datasets. The results are presented

in Table IX, along with a null-model baseline using the mean

fractional year from the training set as the prediction for each

data point.

C. Word gap filling

RoBERTa was finetuned and trained from a pretrained

checkpoint and with randomly initialized weights. The training

objective is Masked Language Modeling. Only prepending

data to the input was considered as a method for introducing

the data. See Table X.

VII. DISCUSSION

For both datasets including dates into RoBERTa models

raises the accuracy score. This stands true for pretrained and

randomly initialized models. Stacked embedding and date

incorporation as a text give a similar result and both are

slightly better than the method of adding embeddings to every

input token. It’s easier to modify input text than modify model

architecture, hence we recommend embedding date by prefix-

ing input texts. The greater mutual information is between

each factor and class factor, the more the model gains in

accuracy score. The model trained with a date prefix performs

well, only when the prefix is provided. There is no gain

from date prefixing for a 1k documents train dataset and the

gain is constant over 100k documents train dataset. Predicting

fractional year is difficult in both datasets because all models

perform not much better than baseline. We hypothesize this is

a reason why classification benefits from date metadata, since

adding strongly correlated factors (like a date to text in this

case) would not bring information gain.

The temporal models perform better also for test sets from

unseen years. To our surprise, day of the month, month, week-

day, year incorporation into model performs only marginally

better than incorporation only year for Ireland News 2020-

2021 dataset.

In pretrained models, date incorporation slightly lowers

perplexity. Models with randomly initialized weights benefit

hugely from date incorporation.

VIII. RELATED WORK

There are several studies concerning language model degra-

dation over time and adaptation to newer data [13], [17], [6].

[7] focused especially on text classification. They considered

years as well as cyclical intervals (e.g., January-March). Their

method was to train separate models for different time spans.

[8] proposed method based on using discrete multiple tem-

poral word embeddings based on time domains for document

classification using recurrent neural networks. [9] developed

model-agnostic timed dependent embedding representation for

time and evaluated on recurrent neural networks across various

tasks. [1] introduced temporal T5 language model, where a

year was prefixed into text input and finetuned on temporal

data. The experiments focused on knowledge extraction from

language models and showed their method performs better

in terms of language modeling and question answering than

T5 language model with no prefixed year. [19] incorporated

both geographical and time data into a transformer model

for a QA task employing year as well as month and day.

[16] prefixed year for semantic change detection. Additionally,

the authors proposed the training objective of masking year

information during model training. However, both [1], [16] use

only year metadata, in contrast to our study, where we also

days of month, months, weekdays are taken into consideration.

[18] trained an SVM model to predict the date of text as a

classification problem and [11] use approach of neologism

based approach. Very recently [15] released temporal NLP

challenges based on a large corpus of historic texts but didn’t

include downstream tasks, such as classification. The corpus

consists of texts covering over 100 years. They trained from

scratch and fine-tuned temporal RoBERTa models based on

day of month, months, weekdays, and year as a prefixed text.

They proved that temporal language models perform better

than standard language models.

IX. CONCLUSION

Transformer models benefit from temporal information data

in classification tasks for short texts. We have proved that it’s

not only true for a year, but also other date factors, such

as weekday, day of the month, and month. The greater the

mutual information between a factor and a class, the greater

the benefit. The result is important, because day of the month,

month, weekday factors don’t outdate after model training
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TABLE IX: Fractional year prediction results, RMSE is for root-mean-square error, MAE – mean absolute error, LR – linear

regression.

Ireland News Sentiment140
method RMSE MAE Gonito RMSE MAE gonito

mean from train 6.76426 5.80722 {0b0e9c} 0.04674 0.03396 {4856c5}

TF-IDF + LR 5.32491 4.27185 {2226fb} 0.04917 0.03635 {579c8f}

RoBERTa + LR head 4.53676 3.38758 {632b5d} 0.04469 0.03289 {349e5b}
RoBERTa from scratch + LR head 4.51179 3.35951 {be0106} 0.04526 0.03222 {b672ee}

TABLE X: Word gap prediction results. Ppl hashed stands for perplexity hashed.

Ireland News Sentiment140
method ppl hashed gonito ppl hashed gonito

equal probability 1024.0 {6bd5a8} 1024.0 {3de230}

RoBERTa from scratch 90.8 {9ac479} 51.0 {f0f343}
RoBERTa from scratch with time 46.0 {dc75a7} 46.1 {ddf16f}

RoBERTa no fine-tuning 51.0 {f0f343} 66.2 {e625c6}
RoBERTa fine-tuned 23.3 {42793a} 34.6 {a365da}
RoBERTa fine-tuned with time 21.6 {cfaf6c} 33.6 {37bd6e}

(a) Ireland News test (1996-2019) accuracy. (b) Ireland News test (2020/21) accuracy.

Fig. 3: Test set accuracy varying on train dataset size for model with and without date incorporation.

due to its cyclical nature, differently to year, which is linear.

The best and simplest method for temporal data incorporation

seems to be input text modification.
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